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Lagrangian displacement field Ψ is the central object in Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT).
LPT is very successful at high redshifts, but it performs poorly at low redshifts due to severe shell
crossing. To understand and quantify the effects of shell crossing, we extract Ψ from N -body
simulation and decompose it into scalar and vector parts. We find that at late time the power
spectrum of the scalar part agrees with 1-loop results from LPT at large scales, while the power
in small scales is much suppressed due to shell crossing. At z = 0, the power spectrum of Ψ is
10% lower than the 1-loop results at k = 0.1 Mpc−1 h. Shell crossing also generates the vector
contribution in Ψ, although its effect is subdominant in comparison with the power suppression in
the scalar part. At z = 0, the vector part contributes 10% to the total power spectrum of Ψ at
k = 1 Mpc−1 h, while only 1% is expected from the vector contribution in LPT. We also examine
the standard LPT recipes and some of its variants. In one of the variants, we include a power
suppression factor in the displacement potential to take into account the power suppression in small
scales after shell crossing. However, these simple phenomenological approaches are found to yield
limited improvement compared to the standard LPT after the onset of shell crossing.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the upcoming large-scale surveys, such as Euclid
and LSST, a huge number of mock catalogs have to be
generated to estimate the covariance matrix. Straight
N -body simulations are too numerically expensive to
be done in mass production, so many semi-analytic ap-
proaches such as PThalos [1, 2] PINOCCHIO [3–5], and
COLAR [6], have been developed. These methods rely
on Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT) to displace the
particles at large scales.
In LPT, the fundamental object is the Lagrangian dis-
placement field Ψ, which displaces the particles from the
initial position q to its final Eulerian position x
Ψ(q, t) ≡ x(q, t)− q. (1)
Ψ can be computed using LPT. The first order LPT is
the well-known Zel’dovich Approximation (ZA) [7] and
it has been extended to higher orders [8–13]. The initial
conditions for N -body simulations are often generated
using ZA or second order LPT (2LPT) [14, 15]. The
validity of LPT in computing the power spectrum has
been improved by resummation [16], and it can be easily
extended to include redshift space distortion and local
Lagrangian bias [17, 18].
LPT is very successful at high redshifts but it yields
poor results at late times due to severe shell crossing.
Shell crossing occurs when particles from different La-
grangian patches meet to form caustics and multiple
streams pass through the same Eulerian position. The
standard perturbation theory and LPT are based on the
single stream approximation [19]. Before shell crossing,
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the system can be described by a velocity field. How-
ever, shell crossing generates the velocity dispersion ten-
sor in small scales, which also sources the vorticity [20].
In LPT, the velocity field is also specified by the posi-
tion x, so it is not valid after shell crossing. Indeed the
Eulerian density obtained from LPT becomes singular af-
ter shell crossing [21]. After shell crossing, the particles
keep on escaping from each other, resulting in low power
in small scales. For example, the ZA dark matter den-
sity power spectrum is even lower than the linear one at
z = 0. There are many attempts to extend the validity
of LPT after shell crossing [22–24]. One of the concrete
models that takes shell crossing into account is the adhe-
sion model [25], in which a viscous term is added to the
ZA model to stick the particles together after shell cross-
ing, and the equation is transformed to Burgers’ equation
[21, 25–27]. Note that the solution to the Burgers’ equa-
tion is a velocity field. In practice, to get the position
of the particles, one still needs to integrate the velocity
field numerically [28]. Even in the limit of zero viscos-
ity, the geometrical construction is not so straightforward
[25, 26].
There are few studies on Ψ directly, if any. In this pa-
per, we shall extract Ψ from N -body simulation directly,
and this will enable us to probe Ψ even after shell cross-
ing. To study Ψ directly is interesting because Ψ is the
fundamental object in LPT and there are few analytical
tools available to study Ψ after shell crossing. The goal
of this paper is to better understand the physics of shell
crossing on Ψ by examining Ψ obtained from simulation.
This may potentially lead to better modeling of LPT at
late time. We will also examine some modifications of
LPT. In particular, we attempt to incorporate the power
suppression in small scales due to shell crossing with an
effective potential. It turns out that, as shell crossing
is a highly nonlinear process, this phenomenological ap-
proach is of limited success. In LPT, Ψ is often taken
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2to be potential. Another question that we want to ad-
dress in this paper is whether the potential assumption is
still valid at low redshifts. In particular, we will quantify
how important the vector part of Ψ is at late time, when
LPT is known to break down. We shall decompose the
numerical Ψ into scalar and vector parts. Very often in
the studies related to LPT, when compared with simula-
tion, only the density power spectrum is considered. This
is justifiable as the density field is the final observable.
However, as Ψ plays a central role in LPT, we believe
that studying it in its own right is worthwhile.
The paper is organized as follows. We will describe the
decomposition method in Sec. II A. LPT is reviewed, and
the loop corrections to power spectrum of Ψ are written
down in Sec. II B. The numerical results for the decom-
position of Ψ are presented in Sec. III. We will show
the scalar and vector power spectrum of Ψ in details in
Sec. III A. In Sec. III B, we examine LPT and a couple of
variants of LPT using density power spectrum. In partic-
ular, we include a suppression factor in the displacement
potential to modify LPT. We explore the scatter plot of
∇ ·Ψ in Sec. III C. We conclude in Sec. IV. The general
structure of the power spectrum of Ψ is written down in
Appendix A. In Appendix B, we test the decomposition
algorithm with some test cases.
II. HELMHOLTZ DECOMPOSITION OF Ψ AND
ITS POWER SPECTRA
A. Helmholtz decomposition of Ψ
Any smooth vector field Ψ can be decomposed into the
form 1
Ψ = ∇Φ +∇×A (2)
where Φ is the scalar potential and A is the vector po-
tential. We stress that the derivatives are with respect to
the Lagrangian coordinates. This kind of decomposition
has been widely used in physics, for example, in the de-
composition of the electric field in electromagnetism [29],
and the cosmological perturbation theory [30]. Recently,
it has been applied to redshift space distortion as differ-
ent components correspond to different physical origins
[31, 32]. The scalar and vector potentials can be solved
1 The uniqueness of the decomposition generally depends on the
boundary conditions. If it is not unique, the difference is due to
a harmonic part which is both divergence-less and curl-free, or
it can be written in terms of a potential, which is harmonic. In
electromagnetism, if we require that the field vanishes at infinity,
then because harmonic function cannot have local extremum, it
must vanish. Here, we impose the periodic boundary condition
in simulation, the only smooth function that satisfies the periodic
boundary condition without local extremum in each dimension
is a constant function. If we further require the field to have zero
mean, then it must vanish everywhere.
through the Poisson equations
∇2Φ = ∇ ·Ψ, (3)
∇2A = −∇×Ψ. (4)
In Fourier space, the helicity basis is convenient for de-
composing of Ψ into scalar and vector parts. The helicity
basis vectors are defined as
kˆ0 = kˆ, (5)
kˆ+ =
1√
2
(kˆθ + ikˆφ), (6)
kˆ− =
1√
2
(kˆθ − ikˆφ), (7)
where kˆ, kˆθ and kˆφ are the basis vectors in spherical co-
ordinates. Then the scalar part is given by the helicity-0
mode, kˆ0 component, and the vector part is decomposed
into the helicity-± modes, the kˆ+ and kˆ− components.
We shall make use of this basis in measuring the power
spectrum. We use the terminology, scalar and vector de-
compositions and longitudinal and transverse parts, po-
tential and curl parts, and helicity-0 and helicity-± in-
terchangeably in this paper.
We stress that in standard LPT, the displacement field
is almost fully potential. At late time LPT is known
to break down due to severe shell crossing. Thus the
generation of the vector part in Ψ can help understand
shell crossing and shred light on the break down of LPT
at late time.
B. Ψ from Lagrangian Perturbation Theory
We review LPT in this section. To facilitate the com-
parison with numerical power spectrum of Ψ, we shall
write down the loop corrections to the power spectrum
of Ψ from LPT. We will also describe the recipes to gen-
erate LPT catalogs numerically. We emphasize that the
review of LPT here serves as a check and comparison
with the numerical results shown later on; in this paper,
we are more interested in exploring the effects that are
not captured by the LPT discussed here.
1. Power spectrum of Ψ from LPT
In Appendix A, we show the general structure of the
power spectrum of the scalar and vector components.
Here we will write down the 1-loop power spectrum of
Ψ from LPT.
This displacement field Ψ can be expanded in terms
of the linear dark matter density contrast in LPT. Up to
third order, it is given by
Ψ = Ψ(1) + Ψ(2) + Ψ(3a) + Ψ(3b) + Ψ(3c), (8)
3where
Ψ(n)(k, t) = iDn(t)
∫
d3p1 . . . d
3pnδD(k− p1...n) (9)
× L(n)(p1, . . . ,pn)δ0(p1) . . . δ0(pn),
where D is the linear growth factor and p1...n denotes
p1 + · · ·+ pn, δ0 is the initial linear dark matter density
contrast, and δD is the Dirac delta function. The La-
grangian displacement kernels are given by [9, 10, 12, 16]
L(1)(p1) =
p1
p21
, (10)
L(2)(p1,p2) =
3
14
p12
p212
[
1− (p1 · p2)
2
p21p
2
2
]
, (11)
L(3a)a (p1,p2,p3) = −
1
18
p123
p2123
[
1− 3(p1 · p2)
2
p21p
2
2
(12)
+ 2
(p1 · p2)(p2 · p3)(p3 · p1)
p21p
2
2p
2
3
]
,
L(3b)a (p1,p2,p3) =
5
42
p123
p2123
[
1− (p1 · p2)
2
p21p
2
2
]
(13)
×
[
1−
(p12 · p3
p12p3
)2]
,
L(3c)a (p1,p2,p3) =
1
14
p1 · p23
p21p
2
23p
2
123
[
1− (p2 · p3)
2
p22p
2
3
]
(14)
× [p1(p123 · p23)− p23(p123 · p1)].
The kernels L
(3)
a are asymmetric with respect to the ar-
guments, and we will symmetrize them as
L(3)(p1,p2,p3) =
1
3
[L(3)a (p1,p2,p3) + 2 cyc.]. (15)
The first order kernel Eq. 10 corresponds to the 1LPT,
i.e. the ZA [7], and Eq. 11 is the 2LPT. Except L(3c),
all the other kernels are proportional to p1,...n, where
n is the order, and so they are potential. Note that in
LPT, it is still a potential flow in Eulerian space, and
the appearance of the curl part kernel L(3c) is due to the
coordinate transformation from the Lagrangian space to
the Eulerian space [9].
The power spectrum of Ψ is defined as
〈Ψi(k1)Ψj(k2)〉 = Pij(k1)δD(k12). (16)
Using the expansion of Ψ, Eq. 8, we can compute the
power spectrum. Up to 1-loop, they are given by
P 11ij (k) = D
2L
(1)
i (k)L
(1)
j (k)P0(k), (17)
P 22ij (k) = 2D
4
∫
d3qL
(2)
i (q,k− q) (18)
× L(2)j (q,k− q)P0(q)P0(|k− q|),
P 13ij (k) = 6D
4P0(k)L
(1)
i (k)
∫
d3q (19)
× L(3)j (k,−q,q)P0(q),
where P0 is the initial power spectrum. The integral in
Eq. 19 can be further simplified. For the longitudinal
part, we have∫
d3qL
(3L)
j (k,−q,q)P0(q) =
5pi
3024
k
k5
∫
dq (20)
× P0(q)
q3
[
− 12k7q + 44k5q3 + 44k3q5
− 12kq7 + 3(k2 − q2)4 ln (k + q)
2
(k − q)2
]
.
For the transverse part, the integral is given by∫
d3qP0(q)
k · q
21k2q2|k + q|2 (21)
×
(
1− (q · k)
2
q2k2
)
k× (q× k),
which vanishes upon integration. In fact, this follows
from the argument given in Appendix A that the cross
power spectrum between the scalar and vector part van-
ishes. Therefore, the lowest order vector contribution to
the power spectrum of Ψ arises from the auto power spec-
trum of Ψ3c, and it is a 2-loop contribution. The lowest
order vector contribution reads
P 33vij (k) = 6D
6
∫
d3q1
∫
d3q2P0(q1)P0(q2)P0(|k− q12|)
× L3ci (q1,q2,k− q12)L3cj (q1,q2,k− q12). (22)
In Fig. 1, we show the 1-loop power spectrum of Ψ,
normalized by the tree level ZA power spectrum. As Ψ
is a vector, there are numerous ways to present its power
spectrum. Here we show
P (k) =
∑
i
Pii(k), (23)
because it is rotationally invariant and coordinate-
independent.
At high redshift the loop correction terms are negligi-
ble, they however become important at low redshifts. In
particular we note that the contribution of P 13, which
arises from 3LPT, is much more significant than P 22,
which appears in 2LPT. At z = 0, P 13 is of 10% of the
ZA power spectrum at k = 0.1 Mpc−1 h, while P 22 is only
1% at this scale. As we will see later on, including P 13,
the agreement with the numerical Ψ is much improved at
the weakly nonlinear regime, although it quickly causes
more rapid deviation from the numerical results due to
the onset of shell crossing in the weakly nonlinear regime.
We plot the vector power spectrum P 33v and P 11 for
comparison in Fig. 2. Although the two-loop contribu-
tion grows much faster than the ZA power spectrum. At
z = 0, P 33v is only 1% of the magnitude of the ZA power
spectrum at k = 1 Mpc−1 h. Thus the vector contri-
bution from LPT to the power spectrum of Ψ is small.
However, we shall see in Sec. III that at late time a much
larger amount of the curl part is generated in small scales
due to shell crossing. This non-perturbative effect is not
captured by LPT.
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FIG. 1. The 1-loop corrections to the power spectrum of Ψ at different scale factors a = 0.01, 0.33, 0.5 and 1 (from left to
right). The 2LPT power spectrum (solid, blue) include P 22, while the 3LPT power spectrum (solid, green) further includes
P 13. Numerical power spectrum of Ψ that generated by 1LPT (dashed, red), 2LPT (dashed, cyan) and 3LPT (dashed, violet)
are also shown. They are normalized with respect to the ZA power spectrum P 11.
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FIG. 2. In the upper panel, the lowest order vector con-
tribution to the power spectrum of Ψ, P 33v (solid) and the
ZA power spectrum (dashed) are plotted. In the lower panel,
the ratio P 33v/P 11 is shown. Two redshifts are shown: z = 0
(blue) and z = 1 (red).
2. Generating Lagrangian displacement in simulations
We will also generate the dark matter density field us-
ing LPT. Here we briefly review the procedures to gener-
ate the displacement field using LPT [11, 14, 33]. Up to
second order, the displacement field in LPT is potential.
In third order, it acquires a curl part. However, we see
in the previous section that it does not contribute to the
power spectrum of Ψ at the 1-loop order. Thus we shall
neglect the curl part, and the 3LPT displacement can be
written in terms of the displacement potentials as
Ψ3LPT = ∇(D1φ(1) +D2φ(2) +D3aφ(3a) +D3bφ(3b)).
(24)
The LPT growth factors can be written in terms of the
linear growth factor D as
D1 = −D, (25)
D2 = −3
7
D2, (26)
D3a = −1
3
D3, (27)
D3b = −10
21
D3. (28)
5The displacement potentials are obtained by solving the
following Poisson equations:
∇2φ(1) = δ0, (29)
∇2φ(2) = −1
2
G2(φ(1), φ(1)), (30)
∇2φ(3a) = det(∇ijφ(1)), (31)
∇2φ(3b) = −1
2
G2(φ(1), φ(2)), (32)
where G2(φ(a), φ(b)) denotes
G2(φ(a), φ(b)) ≡
∑
i,j
(∇ijφ(a)∇ijφ(b))−∇2φ(a)∇2φ(b).
(33)
In Fig. 1, we also show the power spectrum of Ψ
obtained using the displacement field generated using
1LPT, 2LPT, and 3LPT, and they agree with the ZA
and the loop corrections pretty well.
We would like to comment that in the power spectrum
from 3LPT catalogs, in addition to the 1-loop contribu-
tions, there is also the 2-loop scalar contribution P 33s.
The good agreement between the 1-loop calculations and
the results from 3LPT catalogs imply that the effects of
P 33s are negligible. This is in stark contrast to the stan-
dard perturbation theory, in which the individual con-
tributions of the higher order loop terms give even more
sizeable contribution than the lower order ones, although
the total contributions are small due to large cancella-
tions among the individual terms.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In N -body simulation, since we know both the initial
position q and the final position x of the particles, we
can easily extract Ψ using Eq. 1. After getting Ψ, we
can obtain the scalar and vector potentials by solving
Eq. 3 and 4 respectively. To compute the source ∇ ·Ψ
and ∇ × Ψ, we can either compute them using finite
difference (FD) method in real space or using spectral
derivative by means of Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
in Fourier space. In Appendix B, we test the FD and
FFT methods with some test cases, and we find that
the FFT method performs better than the FD. Thus we
shall use FFT method throughout this paper. With the
scalar and vector potentials, we can obtain the scalar and
vector parts of Ψ. Again we take the derivatives with the
FFT method. Another way to obtain the vector part of
the field is simply to subtract the scalar part from the
input field. We shall use both methods as crosschecks,
and abbreviate the one obtained from vector potential
as Vector and the one obtained by subtracting the scalar
part from the input field as Input − Scalar. We shall see
that both methods yield very similar results.
In the literature there have been measurements of
scalar and vector part of the velocity field [20, 32, 34, 35].
A major difficulty in velocity measurement is that it is
sampled by discrete point particles. If the velocity field
is obtained by interpolating the velocity of the particles
to a grid, one would get a mass-weighted field rather
than a volume-weighted one, i.e., one obtains momen-
tum instead of velocity. In the void region, the velocity
is not necessarily small although there are few particles
available for interpolation. Various methods have been
developed to cope with this problem, such as the Delau-
nay tessellation method [20, 34, 35]. However, for the
measurement of Ψ, since it is defined at all grid points,
we do not have this sparse sampling problem.
As mentioned in Sec. II A, using the basis vectors
Eq. 5–7, the fields are decomposed into the scalar
(helicity-0 component) and the vector (helicity-+ and
helicity-− components) automatically. We will also use
this method as a crosscheck.
Before presenting the numerical results, we shall first
outline the details of the simulation used in this paper.
In the simulation, there are 10243 particles. Two box
sizes are used, 1500 Mpch−1 and 250 Mpch−1. One
realization for the 1500 Mpch−1 box and three realiza-
tions for the 250 Mpch−1 one. The cosmology is a flat
ΛCDM model, with the WMAP 7 cosmology parameters
adopted [36], i.e., Ωm = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, Ωb = 0.0455,
and σ8 = 0.81. Thus for the large box, each particle car-
ries a mass of 2.37× 1011Mh−1 and 1.10× 109Mh−1
for the small box. The large box enables us to probe the
large scale mode. On the other hand, as shell crossing
is a small scale phenomenon, the small box simulation
with better mass and spatial resolution will enable us to
capture its effect more accurately. The initial condition
is Gaussian with spectral index being 0.967. The trans-
fer function is output from CAMB [37] at redshift 99.
The initial particle displacements are implemented using
2LPT [15]. The simulation is done using Gadget2 [38].
See [39] for more details.
A. Numerical helicity power spectrum of Ψ
We show in Fig. 3 the sections of the vector fields pro-
jected to the x−y plane for the original Ψ, its scalar com-
ponent, the vector components obtained by solving the
Poisson equation (Vector) and by subtracting the scalar
components from the original field (Input − Scalar). We
also show the Eulerian positions of the particles. First,
the original input field is almost visually identical to
its scalar component at all redshifts shown. The vector
component is much smaller, and do not have large-scale
coherent component. We note that the vector compo-
nent fluctuates in signs at small scales, this qualitatively
agrees with [20, 40]. The vector components obtained
in two different methods result in almost identical field
pattern. In Appendix B, we also find that these methods
give very similar reconstruction results. By comparing
the Eulerian positions of the particles with the plot of
the vector part of Ψ, it is clear that the vector parts are
generated in the high density region where caustics form.
6FIG. 3. Sections of the vector fields. The fields are obtained from the 250 Mpch−1 box simulation. In each section, we show
the projection of Ψ onto the x − y plane. The foot of the arrow locates at the initial position q. The size of each section is
200 by 200 ( Mpch−1)2. The columns correspond to the original Ψ measured from numerical simulation, the scalar component
of Ψ, the vector component obtained by solving for the vector potential, the vector field obtained by subtracting the scalar
part from the original field and the Eulerian position of the particles (from left to right). Different rows are for z = 2, 1 and 0
respectively (from top to bottom). The displacement fields are to the scale for Input and Scalar, but blown up by a factor of 5
for Vector and Input - Scalar.
We now turn to the power spectrum to study the de-
composition more quantitatively. In Fig. 4, we compare
power spectrum of Ψ of the original field, the power spec-
trum of its scalar part and, also the 2LPT and 3LPT loop
power spectrum. At z = 99, the initial conditions are set
by 2LPT, which is completely potential, and indeed, the
vector component is consistent with zero.
At large scales, the results from the two boxes agree,
however, at low redshifts, the small box yields higher
power than the large one in small scales. At k ∼
1 Mpch−1, the smaller box results gives more than 10%
higher power than the large one. The smaller box with
better mass and spatial resolution, it measures the effects
of shell crossing more accurately. Thus we shall trust the
small box results in the large k regime. We add an arrow
to indicate the scale below which the large box results
agree with the small box ones, and hence it is reliable.
This scale is about 0.3 Mpc−1 h. For the smaller box,
the increase in power in small scales is due to aliasing.
We also add an arrow as a rough guide to indicate the
scale, above which aliasing could be significant.
The input field and its scalar component have the same
power spectrum at large scales and deviation between
them occurs only for large k at low redshift. At redshift
0, we find that the original field have higher power by
10% at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1 h than the scalar component. Thus
the scalar component is still the dominant contribution
at large scales even after shell crossing. It is interesting
to note that although the overall magnitude of the power
spectrum of the original field and its scalar mode differs
at this scale for the two box sizes, the ratio between the
original field and its scalar mode agrees quite well.
At low redshifts, 3LPT gives higher power than both
ZA and 2LPT and it agrees with the numerical power
spectrum better at the weakly nonlinear regime. How-
ever, 3LPT keeps on shooting up, while the numerical
power spectrum turns over due to shell crossing. In
Fig. 4, we first see a bump and then a sharp drop in
power indicates that the scale that the nonlinear higher
order corrections becomes important is larger than the
shell crossing scale. We also note that the turn-over
scale decreases with time. At z = 0, the scale is around
0.1 Mpc−1 h. As the shell crossing scale increases, the
effects of higher order LPT corrections only cause more
rapid deviation from numerical results in the weakly non-
7linear regime.
As we mentioned earlier, we can check the accuracy of
the decomposition by further breaking down the field in
the helicity basis. For the scalar part, there should be
no helicity-± components, and the amount of the resid-
ual suggests the accuracy of the algorithm. In Fig. 5,
we plot the components of the numerical scalar part in
the helicity basis. The results are indeed dominated by
the helicity-0 part. However, there is a small amount of
helicity-+, but its value is six orders of magnitude smaller
than the signal. We do not show the helicity-− part be-
cause it is identical to the helicity-+ one as expected from
symmetry. Also note that the helicity-+ residuals from
the two boxes do not overlap, suggesting this may arise
from numerical artifacts.
We now go on to look at the vector part of Ψ more
carefully. As it is a small quantity, we first try to iden-
tify possible spurious numerical artifacts. As for the case
of the scalar component of Ψ, we will further break it
down into the helicity components as a sanity check. In
Fig. 6, we display the various components of the vec-
tor components of Ψ. At z = 99, the initial conditions
are set by 2LPT, so there should be no vector compo-
nents of Ψ only. Thus the powers we see are errors. We
note that there is some constant residual vector power
spectrum. For the 1500 Mpch−1 box, its magnitude is
about 10−11( Mpch−1)5, while for the 250 Mpch−1 box,
its magnitude is much smaller, about 10−15( Mpch−1)5.
Recall that for the scalar components of Ψ in Fig. 5, the
results are much less sensitive to the box sizes. For the
vector part the smaller boxes yield much more accurate
results than the smaller one.
As redshift decreases, the helicity-+ part develops a
bump at small scales for k ∼ 0.5 Mpc−1 h. For this
bump, the results from both boxes agree with each
other. However, the results from the large box sug-
gests that the power spectrum goes up as k decreases
for k < 0.02 Mpc−1 h. This part of the spectrum is in
fact time independent. Because we expect that the vec-
tor power spectrum is generated by shell crossing at small
scales, this feature must not be physical. Furthermore,
at z = 2, we note that the helicity-+ component from the
smaller box differs from the larger box one and keeps on
decreasing as k decreases. The vector components sen-
sitively depend on the mass resolution, i.e. the mass of
the particle in the simulation. The smaller box has much
better mass resolution than the larger one. When the
mass resolution is poor, the vector components are spu-
riously enhanced. Similar results are also found in the
context of vorticity [20]. Therefore we will not consider
the first trough at large scales from the large box any
further.
The two different methods of obtaining the vector com-
ponents yield very similar results, except for the large
box at the largest scales. Also the error of the decompo-
sition, i.e., the helicity-0 components are generally small,
about six orders of magnitude smaller than the signal.
However, the error increases rapidly for the large box for
k . 0.02 Mpc−1 h. All these suggest that the results from
the large box at the largest scales are not reliable.
We display the helicity-+ power spectrum of Ψ for
various redshifts in Fig. 7. We show results from both
the 1500 and 250 Mpch−1 boxes. However, as we dis-
cussed above, there are potential spurious artifacts in
the vector power spectrum at the largest scales in the
large box simulation. For the sake of clarity, we have
removed the data points at the largest scales in the
1500 Mpch−1 box. Those removed data points show
an increasing trend as k decreases, and they collapse to
the same line at the large scales. In the intermediate
scales, k ∼ 0.06 − 0.4 Mpc−1 h, where both boxes have
good resolution, they agree with each other. Around
k ∼ 2 Mpc−1 h, the large box gives higher power than
the small box, and this is due to aliasing in the power
spectrum of the large box simulation.
The helicity-+ contribution from LPT, P 33v/2, is
shown in the upper panel in Fig. 7 for comparison. At z =
2, the signal detected is more than an order of magnitude
greater than the LPT contribution for k > 0.4 Mpc−1 h,
while at large scales, the signal is closer to the LPT re-
sults. This is consistent with the picture that a signifi-
cant amount of vector contribution is generated in shell
crossing at small scales. As redshift decreases, the power
at large scales grows more rapidly than the LPT results.
At z = 0, the vector contribution from LPT is an or-
der of magnitude smaller than the signal detected for
k . 1 Mpc−1 h.
We measure the scaling of the part of the vector power
spectrum before the turn-over as a function of time. As
the large box suffers numerical issues at large scales, we
only fit to the small box results, up to k = 0.1 Mpch−1.
We find that the large scale vector power spectrum can
be fitted by a power law Dn, where the best fit is n =
9.5, with 1 σ error bar [9.2, 10.0]. In the lower panel of
Fig. 7, we also show the vector power spectrum obtained
by scaling the one from the 250 Mpch−1 box at z = 0
using the best fit n. It is clear that the turn-over moves
to larger scale as redshift decreases.
In [20], the vorticity power spectrum of the velocity
field is measured (Fig. 3 in [20]). Vorticity in the veloc-
ity field is also generated by shell crossing. To compare
the vector power spectrum of Ψ with the vorticity power
spectrum in [20], it is useful to clarify the relation and
difference between them first. The vorticity w is defined
as
w =
∇x × u
fH , (34)
where f = d lnD/d ln a, H = d ln a/dτ and u is the co-
moving velocity dx/dτ . Note that the derivative is with
respect to the Eulerian coordinate x. The quantity that
is analogous to w is∇×Ψ. The power spectrum of∇×Ψ
is given by∑
i=j
〈∇ ×Ψ(k1)i∇×Ψ(k2)j〉 = k21
∑
i=j
〈Ψi(k1)Ψj(k2)〉.
(35)
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FIG. 4. The power spectrum of Ψ from simulation, its scalar part, the 2LPT (solid, violet) and 3LPT (solid, yellow) results.
The power spectrum Ψ from simulation (Inp) from two box sizes are shown, 1500 (dashed, blue) and 250 Mpch−1 (dashed,
green). The scalar component (S) of Ψ from the 1500 Mpch−1 (dotted-dashed, red) and 250 Mpch−1 (dotted-dashed, cyan)
boxes are also shown. The 250 Mpch−1 box is averaged over three realizations, but the error bar is not shown for clarity. The
subplots from left to right are for a = 0.01, 0.33, 0.5 and 1. At low redshifts, around k ∼ 1 Mpc−1 h, the 250 Mpch−1 box,
which has better resolution, yields about 10% higher power than the larger box. For each set of simulations, an arrow is added
to suggest the scale above which there could be numerical artifacts.
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FIG. 5. The numerical scalar components of Ψ are further broken down into helicity components, the helicity-0 component
(solid line, S0) and helicity-+ component (dashed line, S+). Results from two boxes are shown: 1500 Mpch−1 (blue) and
250 Mpch−1 (red). For the scalar components, there should be no helicity-+ parts, and the amount of helicity-+ components
present suggests the accuracy of the numerical algorithm. The error, i.e., the helicity-+ component is six orders of magnitude
smaller than the signal. Note that the helicity-− components are not shown as they are identical to the helicity-+ ones.
Thus we should multiply by the vector power spectrum
of Ψ by k2 when comparing with the vorticity power
spectrum. One key difference between Ψ and velocity
is that Ψ is always defined at the Lagrangian position
q, while velocity is defined at the Eulerian position x.
Another key difference is that the velocity field is the
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FIG. 6. The vector components of Ψ obtained from vector potential (V, blue and green) and subtracting the scalar components
from the input field (ImS, red and yellow) are further decomposed into helicity components as a sanity check. The signal is the
helicity-+ part (dashed), while the amount of helicity-0 (solid) component suggests the accuracy of the algorithm. The smaller
box (250 Mpch−1) yields more accurate results than the large one (1500 Mpch−1) due to much better mass resolution.
derivative of Ψ at one instant of time, while Ψ gives the
cumulative effects over time.
In [20], it was found that when the mass of particle
is large, the vorticity is artificially enhanced. Conver-
gence in the vorticity power spectrum is achieved when
the mass of particles is less than 109Mh−1 or so. This
is similar to our finding that in the large box the vec-
tor power spectrum suffers numerical artifacts at large
scales, while the small box with particles mass being
1.1× 109Mh−1 seems to be free of numerical artifacts.
Thus mass resolution plays an important role in the mea-
surement of vorticity.
At z = 0, we find that the vector power spectrum
of Ψ turns over at k ∼ 0.2 Mpc−1 h in Fig. 7. After
multiplying by the factor of k2, the turn-over occurs at
k ∼ 0.3 Mpc−1 h, while the vorticity power spectrum
turns over at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1 h. Another difference from
[20] is that the growth of the vorticity power spectrum
at the largest scales was found to scale as D7.
In this section, we have measured the scalar and the
vector components of Ψ. We find that the scalar power
spectrum of Ψ is suppressed due to shell crossing. Shell
crossing also generated vector part of the power spetrum.
However, the generated vector part is still much subdom-
inat compared to the scalar one. Thus the scalar assump-
tion is still valid even after the onset of shell crossing.
B. Modifications of LPT
In this subsection, and partly in the next one, we shall
examine two modifications of LPT. In the first approach,
we shall incorporate the information that shell crossing
causes power suppression in the power spectrum of Ψ by
modifying the displacement potential. Another approach
is to combine LPT with the spherical collapse model [23].
We shall test how good these phenomenological models
perform by checking the density power spectrum at the
end of this section. We will see that these approaches
yield limited improvements after the onset of shell cross-
ing.
Since we know the power spectrum of Ψ after shell
crossing, we may use this extra information to improve
the LPT that used to construct halo catalogs. To do so
we will fit the numerical power spectrum by multiplying
a suppression factor to the LPT P (k). The functional
form we use is
PLPTs =
1
1 + αkn
PLPT, (36)
where PLPT is LPT power spectrum, and α and n are free
parameters. We call it LPTs and s denotes suppression.
We propose to modify ΨLPT to
ΨLPTs(k) =
1√
1 + αkn
ΨLPT. (37)
In practice, we generate the LPTs catalogs by multiply-
ing the factor 1/
√
1 + αkn to the LPT potential. This
suppression factor serves to suppress the power in small
scales. To some extent, the idea is similar to the trun-
cated ZA [22], in which the ZA displacement field is com-
puted using the power spectrum with power beyond the
nonlinear scale removed.
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FIG. 7. The helicity-+ power spectrum of Ψ. The set
of curves are for z = 2 (blue), 1.5 (red), 1 (green), 0.5
(cyan) and 0 (yellow), respectively (from bottom to top).
The solid curves are from 1500 Mpch−1 box and the dashed
ones are from 250 Mpch−1 one. In the upper panel, we
show the power spectrum from the vector contribution in
LPT P 33v/2 (dotted-dashed). In the lower panel, the dotted-
dashed curves are obtained by scaling the measurement from
the 250 Mpch−1 box at z = 0 by the factor D9.5. Those
data points at the large scales from the 1500 Mpch−1 sim-
ulation with potential spurious artifacts have been removed
for clarity.
The functional form Eq. 36 does not fit the numerical
power spectrum of Ψ in the whole range well. Our goal is
to fit the large scale part as well as possible, for example
up to k ∼ 0.5 Mpc−1 h, and we often find that the resul-
tant fitting power spectrum underestimates the power in
the high k regime. We have tried a few simple functional
forms, they show qualitative similar behaviors as Eq. 36.
Worse still, it turns out that even Eq. 36 provides a good
fit to the numerical power spectrum, for example within
5% up to k = 0.5 Mpc−1 h. When the fitting formula is
fed into Eq. 37 to generate the catalog numerically, we
find that the power spectrum of Ψ from the resulting cat-
alog gives much bigger deviation than the fitting formula
Eq, 36. This is not surprising given that shell crossing is
a highly nonlinear process.
We carry out the fitting using the 2LPT and 3LPT
power spectrum. We fit to the numerical results from
the 250 Mpch−1 box. For 2LPT, we find that for the
redshifts available the data can be fitted by
n = 1.8, lnα(z) = 1.3 + 4.6 lnD(z), (38)
where D(z) is the linear growth factor, and it is normal-
ized such that it reduces to the scale factor in the matter-
dominated era. The fitting power spectrum agrees with
the numerical one within 10% up to k = 1 Mpc−1 h. The
fit is not very good because the 2LPT power spectrum
deviates from the numerical one at quite large scale. For
the 3LPT power spectrum we find that across different
redshifts, the numerical power spectrum can be fitted by
n = 1.5, lnα(z) = 2.1 + 3.5 lnD(z). (39)
We use the best fit Eq. 38 and 39 to generate the LPTs
catalogs. The power spectrum of the displacement field
from the LPTs catalog is shown in Fig. 8. The suppres-
sion factor indeed brings the LPT power spectrum much
closer to the simulation results. However, we note that
the best fit Eq. 38 and 39 fits the simulation results bet-
ter than those shown in Fig. 8. The deviation gets bigger
as the redshift decreases.
The fitting formulas Eqs. 38 and 39 are obtained for
the standard cosmology parameters. The dependence on
the cosmological parameters have not been checked, al-
though the dependence may be expected to be weak as
it is parametrized in terms of the linear growth factor.
Also, it may be useful to stress that these formulas are
obtained for ΛCDM model only, it should be established
again for other cosmological models. However, for our
purpose here, we shall use these effective potentials to
generate the mock catalogs and see how much we can
improve relative to the standard LPT. We shall use the
density power spectrum as the diagnostic.
The second model that we shall examine in detail is
a hybrid of LPT and the spherical collaspe model [23].
Recently, there are some suggestions to improve LPT by
reducing the shell crossing using spherical collapse ap-
proximation. References [41, 42] derived a simple evo-
lution equation of Lagrangian volume based on spherical
collapse approximation and [43] found that it agrees well
with simulations. But the spherical approximation un-
derestimates the power at large scales. Ref. [23] then pro-
posed to combine the LPT displacement with the spher-
ical collapse displacement by splitting the displacement
vector into large scale and small scale ones. The two
regimes are separated by a filtering scale. When the dis-
placement is smaller than the filtering scale, the displace-
ment field is generated by LPT, while it is given by the
spherical collapse displacement for the part that exceeds
the filtering scales. The authors called it Augmented
LPT (ALPT). Mathematically, it reads [23]
Ψ(k) = W (k, rs)ΨLPT(k) + [1−W (k, rs)]ΨSC(k). (40)
In [23], W is chosen to be a Gaussian window
W (k, rs) = e
−(krs)2/2, (41)
and rs = 3 Mpch
−1 is found to give the best result. The
Lagrangian displacement field ΨLPT is given by 2LPT
and ΨSC is obtained from
∇ ·Ψsc = 3
[
(1− 2
3
D∇2φ(1))1/2 − 1
]
, (42)
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FIG. 8. The power spectrum of the Ψ obtained from simulation of 1500 (green, solid) and 250 Mpch−1 (blue, solid), 2LPT
(red, dashed), 3LPT (cyan, dashed) and 2LPTs catalog (violet, solid) and 3LPTs catalog (yellow, solid). We also plot the
power spectrum of Ψ from ALPT (black, solid) obtained from the prescription Eq. 40. All are normalized with respect to the
ZA power spectrum.
and if 1− 23D∇2φ(1) is less than zero, the square root is
set to zero.
We now proceed to compare the density power spec-
trum obtained using various recipes with that from simu-
lation. The LPT catalogs are produced and the particles
are interpolated to the grid by the Cloud-in-Cell algo-
rithm to compute the power spectrum. In Fig. 9, we
compare the density power spectrum obtained from vari-
ous approaches against the simulation results. Note that
the random seed used in the simulation is different from
the one in the LPT catalogs, and that is why their power
is quite different at large scales.
At high redshift, z = 2, higher order LPT performs
better than the lower order one. 3LPT tracks the N -
body results well and the power of 3LPT is within 1%
from the N -body one within k = 0.4 Mpc−1 h shown.
LPTs does not give any better results than the stan-
dard LPT. 3LPTs in fact yields slightly lower power than
3LPT, 2LPTs gives almost the same results as 2LPT.
The performance of ALPT is similar to 3LPT, although
it gives slightly higher power than N -body results for
k > 0.5 Mpc−1 h.
As redshift decreases, the differences between LPT re-
sults and simulation widen. At the intermediate redshift,
z = 1, higher order LPT still outperforms the lower or-
der one. 3LPT is still the best in the mildly nonlinear
regime, the power is only 4% lower than the N -body re-
sults up to k ∼ 0.25 Mpc−1 h. As at z = 2, 3LPTs yields
slightly lower power than 3LPT, and 2LPTs performs
very similar to 2LPT. We also note that all the LPT
recipes cluster around a small strip for k > 0.6 Mpc−1 h.
ALPT yields slightly lower power than 3LPT in the in-
termediate regime as it is based on 2LPT, however, it
gives higher power than 3LPT for k > 0.5 Mpc−1 h.
At z = 0 almost all the LPT recipe results fall below
the linear theory one. At the mildly nonlinear regime,
for standard LPT, the higher the order of perturbation,
the lower the power is. ZA gives higher power than
2LPT and 3LPT for k > 0.3 Mpc−1 h. In the weakly
nonlinear regime k ∼ 0.1 Mpc−1 h, LPTs yields slightly
higher power than LPT. For k > 0.3 Mpc−1 h. ALPT
results in the highest power among all the LPT recipes
for k > 0.1 Mpc−1 h.
Finally, we note that the scales that the LPT results
deviate substantially from the simulation results in the
density power spectrum is quite similar to that in the
power spectrum of Ψ. For example, 5 % deviation of
the 3LPT results from the numerical one occur roughly
around 0.3 (at z = 1) and 0.1 Mpc−1 h (at z = 0) in
both cases.
As far as the density power spectrum in the mildly non-
linear regime is concerned, various LPT recipes still fall
short of the simulation results. Two of its variants exam-
ined here do not give any significant improvement for the
power spectrum in the mildly nonlinear where standard
LPT is known to break down due to severe shell cross-
ing. In particular for the two variants of LPT considered
here, information from N -body simulation has been used
already. In LPTs, the effective potential is derived from
the fitting formulas Eq. 38 and 39, while in ALPT, the
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FIG. 9. The density power spectrum from simulations (dotted-starred, black) and various LPT recipes: ZA (solid, blue),
2LPT (solid, red), 3LPT (solid, green), 2LPTs (dashed, cyan), 3LPTs (dashed, yellow) and ALPT (dotted-dashed, violet). The
subplots are for z = 2, 1, and 0 respectively (from left to right). All are normalized with respect to the linear density power
spectrum.
primarily motivation is that the scatter plot of ∇·Ψ (see
also the next subsection) from spherical collapse model
agrees with simulations well [43]. While the information
is taken from some statistics in which some averaging is
taken, given shell crossing is a highly nonlinear process, it
may not be surprising that this effective approach would
fail for some other statistics, such as the density power
spectrum. This suggests that detailed modeling of the
small scale physics is required in order to improve the
standard LPT.
C. Scatter plot of ∇ ·Ψ
As we see previously the vector part of the displace-
ment field is small, in this section we will focus on ∇·Ψ,
which captures all the information if Ψ is potential. For
both Ψfin and Ψini, the divergence is taken with respect
to the Lagrangian coordinate q. In this section, we shall
explore the information that can be obtained from the
scatter plot between Ψfin and Ψini.
We shall first examine various LPT recipes using the
scatter plot of ∇ ·Ψ. In Fig. 10, we plot ∇ ·Ψini at the
initial time against ∇ ·Ψfin at the final time, as in [43].
We have multiplied ∇ ·Ψ by the linear growth factor D
to bring them to z = 0.
We compare the scatter plot for ∇ ·Ψ obtained from
simulation against those from the LPT recipes. For ∇·Ψ
from simulation, as redshift decreases, the scatter in-
creases. The relation between ∇ · Ψini and ∇ · Ψfin is
linear in ZA. For higher order LPT, such as 2LPT and
3LPT, they depend on other derivatives of the deforma-
tion tensor as well, not just its trace, and so there are
scatters in the relation. There is less scatter in all the
LPT recipes than in the simulation. The mean relation is
roughly quadratic for 2LPT and cubic for 3LPT [43]. At
low redshifts, these behaviors in the positive and negative
ends of ∇·Ψini deviate from the simulation markedly. In
LPTs, thanks to the suppression factor, the deviations
from the simulation results in the ends are reduced, and
so the agreement with simulations are improved. We
also show the scatter obtained from ALPT. The scatter
in ALPT follows the mean of the simulations closely. We
also note that the scatter in ALPT is much reduced as
in the spherical approximation only the trace of the de-
formation tensor appears. The spherical collapse model
tracks the mean of the scatter plot well was in the original
motivation for ALPT [23, 43].
Ref. [43] reported that there are some differences be-
tween the scatter plot constructed using the FFT and
FD methods. In [43], the derivatives were done using the
FD method, and found that there is an accumulation of
points around ∇·Ψfin = −3, where Ψfin is a physical dis-
placement field without the linear extrapolation factor.
[43] also pointed out, when spectral derivatives are used,
there is no saturation around −3. Given the better pre-
cision in reconstruction for the FFT method described in
Appendix B, we use the spectral derivatives here.
In the rest of the section, we shall explore the infor-
mation about the various kinds of objects in the scatter
plot. In LPT, the Eulerian density is obtained from the
mass conservation equation as
1 + δ(x) =
1
J
, (43)
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FIG. 10. The scatter plot between the initial ∇ ·Ψini and the final ∇ ·Ψfin. The simulation results are shown as yellow circles.
The three columns correspond to z = 2, 1, and 0, respectively (from left to right). On top of the simulation results, we show
the corresponding scatter obtained from ZA, 2LPT, 3LPT, 2LPTs, 3LPTs, and ALPT (green dots, from top to bottom). Both
∇ ·Ψini and ∇ ·Ψfin have been multiplied by the appropriate linear growth factor D to bring them to z=0.
where J is the Jacobian determinant
J = det
(∂x
∂q
)
. (44)
In ZA, J is given by
J = (1−Dλ1)(1−Dλ2)(1−Dλ3), (45)
where λi is the eigenvalue of the deformation tensor
∇ijφ(1), and they are ordered such that λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3.
By examining the eigenvalues of the deformation tensor,
one can classify the collapsed structures. The vanish-
ing of the factor in J implies that the axis associated
with that eigenvalue has collapsed. We assume that all
the cosmic structures can be classified into knots (3 col-
lapsed axes), filaments (2 collapsed axes), sheets (1 col-
lapsed axis) and voids (no collapsed axis). We can set
some cuts on the eigenvalues of ∇ ·Ψini to select some
objects, and explore how they distribute in the scatter
plot.
It is important to point out that this kind of classifica-
tion is based on the analysis at one scale only. As pointed
out in [44] for the case of collapsed objects, this analy-
sis suffers from the cloud-in-cloud problem in the Press-
Schechter argument. That is the identified local structure
may be hosted within the structure of another kind. Thus
objects identified here may not agree with those from the
more sophisticated identification algorithms (see for ex-
ample [45, 46] and references therein). Indeed, to get the
right abundance of collapsed objects, a large factor is re-
quired [44]. With this caveat in mind, we shall use this
simple classification here.
In Table I, we show the classification of the collapsed
structure using the eigenvalues of J . This is based on the
analysis of the field at the scale of the grid ∼ 1.5 Mpch−1.
For example, the condition that λ1 ≥ t = 1/D means
that at least 1 axis has not collapsed. These kinds of ob-
jects include filaments, sheets and voids. The probabil-
ity distribution of the ordered λi for a Gaussian field has
been calculated [44, 47]. By integrating the probability
distribution (Eq. 13, 14, and 15 in [44]) from the thresh-
old t to infinity we get the fractions in Table I. In Eq. 13,
14, and 15 in [44], there is a free parameter σ, the rms
variance of the density. Using the σ obtained by comput-
ing the variance of ∇2φ(1) at the grid, we find that the
fraction computed agrees with the direct measurements
very well, within 0.5%. We note that more than 99% of
the Lagrangian volume belongs to the group containing
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sheets, filaments and voids. That is the Lagrangian vol-
ume that collapse to form halos are less than 1 %. As
redshift decreases, the fraction of cosmic voids decreases,
while that of the sheets and filaments increases. From
Table I, we deduce that at z = 0, 0.8% of the Lagrangian
volume forms knots, 15% forms sheets, 51% forms fila-
ments and 33% forms voids. This is in line with visual
expectation in the large scale structure that the cosmic
web is dominated by filaments and voids.
In Fig. 11, we show the scatter plot of Ψ for voids
on top of the full simulation results. The voids mostly
distributed around the positive side ∇ · Ψini. As the
redshift decreases, the fraction decreases and they move
towards the more positive end of ∇ · Ψini. Since voids
are the region that has not yet collapsed, one may think
that they undergo less shell crossing than some arbitrary
region. This idea is borne out in Fig. 11. The scatter in
the full simulation decreases as ∇·Ψini increases, and the
void region corresponds to the positive end of ∇ ·Ψini.
FIG. 11. The scatter plot of voids (red) on top of the simu-
lation results (blue). The cyan line corresponds to the 1LPT
result.
In Fig. 12, we show a similar plot for knots and fil-
aments. These collapsed structures mainly distribute
around the negative end of∇·Ψini. As redshift decreases,
the region expands from the negative ∇ ·Ψini end to the
positive side. These collapsed objects are virialized and
have undergone more shell crossing. They show less de-
pendence on the initial ∇·Ψini, as manifested with larger
scatter.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Lagrangian displacement field Ψ is the central object
in LPT. LPT is very successful at high redshifts, but
it performs poorly at low redshifts due to severe shell
crossing. After shell crossing, the standard LPT breaks
down.
In order to gain insight into Ψ when shell crossing is
not negligible, we measure Ψ from N -body simulation
directly in this paper. As Ψ is potential in LPT to a
FIG. 12. The scatter plot of knots and filaments (red) on top
of the simulation results (blue). The cyan line corresponds to
the 1LPT result.
very good approximation, and shell crossing can gener-
ate non-negligible amount of vorticity, we decompose Ψ
into scalar and vector parts. We use the power spec-
trum of Ψ to quantify the effect of shell crossing. We
find that at large scales, the numerical results agree well
with 1-loop LPT calculations. However, shell crossing
becomes important at low redshifts, and the agreement
deteriorates quickly. At z = 1, the 1-loop power spec-
trum of Ψ is about 10% higher than the results from
numerical Ψ at around k ∼ 0.3 Mpc−1 h, and it occurs
at k ∼ 0.1 Mpc−1 h at z = 0. This is consistent with
the more well-known results that the LPT density power
spectrum at low redshifts yields much lower power than
the N -body results due to serious shell crossing.
We also detect the generation of the vector mode due
to shell crossing, although its magnitude is still much
smaller than the scalar mode in the mildly nonlinear
regime. Our results show that the potential approxima-
tion is still good even when shell crossing is non-negligible
in the mildly nonlinear regime. Note that there is vector
contribution in third order LPT. The leading contribu-
tion from the vector part of LPT to the power spectrum
of Ψ is of 2-loop order. We find that this 2-loop con-
tribution is much smaller than the signal we detected.
For example, at z = 1, the vector power spectrum of
Ψ contributes to 10% of the total power spectrum at
k ∼ 2.5 Mpc−1 h, and this happens at k ∼ 1 Mpc−1 h at
z = 0. The LPT contribution at these scales are about
an order of magnitude smaller than the signal detected.
Also the scaling of the large scale vector power spectrum
is found to scale as D9.5, while the LPT vector contribu-
tion is expected to scale as D6.
We examined the standard LPT recipes and two of its
variants. In one of the variants, we incorporate the in-
formation of the power spectrum of Ψ to improve the
generation of catalogs with LPT. We include a power
suppression factor to the displacement potential, and the
functional form of the suppression factor is obtained by
fitting to the numerical power spectrum of Ψ. The sup-
pression factor can reduce the deviation from simulations
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TABLE I. Fractions of the Lagrangian volume that form various large scale structures. Classification of collapsed objects
based on the eigenvalues, λi, of the deformation tensor. t is the threshold 1/D.
sheets, filaments and voids filaments and voids voids
λ1 ≥ t λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ t λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 ≥ t
z = 2 0.9999 0.990 0.79
z = 1 0.9986 0.946 0.56
z = 0 0.9917 0.842 0.33
in the void and overdense regions as can be seen from the
scatter plot between ∇ · Ψini and ∇ · Ψfin. We used the
density power spectrum, which is one of the most impor-
tant physical observables, to gauge the performance of
LPT and its variants. However, various LPT recipes still
yield power much lower than simulations at redshift close
to 0. The LPT variants yield limited success compared
to the standard ones after the onset of shell crossing,
even though some information from N -body simulation
has been incorporated in the variant of LPT. This is not
very surprising given that shell crossing is a highly non-
linear process. The information is obtained by taking
the average for some statistics, it is not guaranteed that
other statistics, such as the density power spectrum, will
be right. Our exercises indeed suggest that this is not
the case. To improve the standard LPT, this points to
the need for more detailed modeling beyond the simple
phenomenological approach.
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Appendix A: General structure of the power
spectra of Ψ
In this section, we show the general structure of the
power spectrum of Ψ expressed in terms of its scalar and
vector components.
In Fourier space, the Helmholtz decomposition of Ψ
reads
Ψ(k) = ΨS(k) + ΨV(k), (A1)
with the scalar and vector parts given by
ΨS(k) = ikΦ(k), (A2)
ΨV(k) = ik×A(k). (A3)
The power spectrum between the scalar parts is
〈ΨSi(k1)ΨSj(k2)〉 = k1ik1jPΦ(k1)δD(k12), (A4)
where PΦ is the power spectrum of Φ.
The power spectrum between the scalar part and the
vector parts is given by
〈ΨSh(k1)ΨVi(k2)〉 = −k1hijkk2j〈Φ(k1)Ak(k2)〉. (A5)
For a statistically isotropic and homogeneous field, the
power spectrum can be written in the form
〈Φ(k1)Al(k2)〉 = PΦA(k1)k1lδD(k12). (A6)
Using Eq. A6 we see immediately that the cross power
Eq. A5 vanishes.
The power spectrum between the vector parts is given
by
〈ΨVi(k1)ΨVl(k2)〉 = −ijklmnk1jk2m〈Ak(k1)An(k2)〉.
(A7)
Again for a statistically isotropic and homogeneous field,
we have
〈Aj(k1)Ak(k2)〉 =
(
P1AA(k1)δjk
+ P2AA(k1)kˆ1jkˆ2k
)
δD(k12). (A8)
The condition that A is transverse further requires
P1AA = P2AA. Thus we have
〈ΨVi(k1)ΨVl(k2)〉
= (k21δil − k1ik1l)P1AA(k1)δD(k12). (A9)
Thus the power spectrum of Ψ can be expressed as∑
i=j
〈Ψi(k1)Ψj(k2)〉 = k21
(
PΦ(k1) + 2P1AA(k1)
)
δD(k12).
(A10)
Appendix B: Testing the Helmholtz decomposition
algorithm
To test the performance of the decomposition algo-
rithm and the code, we shall consider a couple of exam-
ples. The first test is purely longitudinal, and it is given
by the potentials
Φ(r) = ae−r
′/ρ, (B1)
A(r) = 0, (B2)
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where r′ = |r− r0|, and a, r0 and ρ are some free param-
eters. From Eq. B1 and B2, we get the vector field
V(r) = − r
′
ρr′
Φ. (B3)
In Fig. 13, we show the input potentials and the corre-
sponding fields derived from the potentials. In this plot
we have used a box of size 1500 Mpch−1 and a grid
of size 1203. The parameters a = 1, ρ = 150 Mpch−1
are used, and r0 is set to the center of the box. The
section is output at constant z-coordinate surface with
z = 500 Mpch−1. For vector field, we show the x-
component of the field.
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FIG. 13. Sections of the scalar part and vector part of the
potentials (Eq. B1 and B2) (first column) and its correspond-
ing fields (second column). For vector field, the x-component
is shown.
In Fig. 14, we show the potentials and the field recon-
structed using the FFT method. In the FFT method, we
compute the divergence and curl of Ψ in Fourier space by
the spectral derivatives. We note that the error, that is
the vector part of the field, is of three orders of magnitude
smaller than the input scalar signal.
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FIG. 14. Same as Fig. 13, but reconstructed using the FFT
method.
As we argued previously, in the case of the periodic
boundary condition and the field having zero spatial
mean, the Helmholtz decomposition is unique. Eq. B3
indeed has zero spatial mean. Thus, besides reconstruct-
ing the vector field by solving the Poisson Eq. 4, we can
obtain the vector part by simply subtracting the scalar
part from the input field. We show the reconstruction of
the vector field in this way in Fig. 15. The result is very
similar to that shown in Fig. 14.
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FIG. 15. The vector field reconstructed by subtracting the
scalar field from the input field. The result is very similar to
the one derived from the vector potential shown in Fig. 14.
We also do a similar analysis using the finite difference
(FD) method. In the FD method, we compute the diver-
gence and curl of Ψ in real space. We apply the symmet-
ric finite differencing method to the nearest neighboring
points. We stress that it is important to use a symmetric
scheme. In a symmetric finite differencing scheme, the
separation between the two points where the difference
is made, is two times that of the grid scale. One may
think that using an asymmetric scheme, the separation
is just one unit of the grid scale, and so a better resolu-
tion is achieved. In fact, [43] used a real space estimator
because the author claimed that the real space estimator
has twice the resolution of the Fourier space one. We
have checked that using this naive asymmetric scheme,
the error is larger than the symmetric one by two orders
of magnitude. This in fact is consistent with the Nyquist
theorem, which states that the highest mode that can be
resolved with a grid of size ngrid is kFngrid/2, with kF
being the fundamental mode. The highest resolution in
real space for a grid of size ngrid is the same as that in
Fourier space.
In Fig. 16, we show the results obtained using the FD
method. We note that the vector contamination from the
FD method is about twice larger than the FFT method.
There are also larger fluctuations in the vector contami-
nation in the FD method.
In Fig. 17, we show the vector part obtained by
subtracting the scalar part reconstructed using the FD
method. Comparing with Fig. 15, we note that the er-
ror of the FD method is larger than the FFT method
by an order of magnitude. The error is especially large
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FIG. 16. Same as Fig. 13, but reconstructed using the FD
method. The error is larger than that in Fig. 14 by a factor
of 2 or so.
at the boundary, probably because the field does not fall
off enough at the boundary, so that imposing periodic
boundary condition results in large error.
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FIG. 17. The vector field reconstructed by subtracting the
scalar field, which is obtained using the FD method, from the
input field. In comparison with the FFT method shown in
Fig. 15, the error is larger by more than an order of magni-
tude.
The second example we consider is purely transverse,
i.e., it is given by
Φ(r) = 0 (B4)
A(r) = ae−r
′/ρ
 sin r
′
σ
cos r
′
σ
1
 (B5)
The corresponding vector field is given by
V(r) = ae−r
′/ρ (B6)
×

− r
′
y
ρr′ +
r′z
ρr′ cos
r′
σ +
r′z
σr′ sin
r′
σ
r′x
ρr′ − r
′
z
ρr′ sin
r′
σ +
r′z
σr′ cos
r′
σ(
− r
′
y
σr′ − r
′
x
ρr′
)
cos r
′
σ +
(
− r′xσr′ +
r′y
ρr′
)
sin r
′
σ
 .
In Fig. 18 we show the sections of the scalar and vector
potentials and the corresponding fields. In this plot the
parameters are the same as in the previous test case. In
addition, σ = 37.5 Mpch−1.
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FIG. 18. Sections of the scalar part and vector part of
the potentials (Eq. B4 and B5) (first column) and its corre-
sponding fields (second column). For the vector field, only
the x-component is shown.
In Fig. 19, we have shown the potentials and fields
reconstructed using the FFT method. The error of the
reconstruction, the scalar part of the field, is about 3
orders of magnitude smaller than the vector part of the
field, similar to the previous test case.
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FIG. 19. Same as Fig. 18, but reconstructed using the FFT
method.
Finally, in Fig. 20, we show the corresponding results
reconstructed using the FD method. Again, the error of
the FD method is about twice that of the FFT method.
Similar to the scalar case, the error, i.e., the scalar con-
tamination, is more smooth in the case of FFT method.
To conclude, the signal in the reconstruction is at least
three orders of magnitude higher than the error contami-
nation. Also we find that the FFT method is more accu-
rate than the FD method by a factor of 2. The vector field
obtained by solving the vector potential is very similar
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FIG. 20. Same as Fig. 18, but reconstructed using the FD
method.
to the one obtained by subtracting the scalar component
from the input field.
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